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A HS TRACT 
Development in visualization technology is changing the way sci t is 
undertaken in many areas of research. This project is a system specifically d signed te 
manage and visualize the temperature data of the human body. 
Knowledge in certain domains is very important in developing the visualization 
of bioheat process system. There are two main areas of research needed to carry out in 
order to marks the whole project succeed, research on the visualization program tools 
and research on the bioheat process in the human body. As the result of research, 
MATLAB was chosen to be the core-programming tool. 
An important aspect of this system is to visualize temperature bioheat processe 
of heat transfer. The objective of this system is to illustrate how programming, modeling 
and simulation of a transient PDE problem using a mathematical software package in 
MATLAB. 
There are two major categories of user had been determined, which can be 
categorized into expert and non-expert user. The user will benefit from this system as it 
is visualization and it is repository that is rich in various artificial intelligent and 
multimedia contents. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Project Overview 
This report proposed the development of a system, which i can gain knowledg 
about visualization of human body temperature and wiJl include many different 
categories of users. This project includes the theoretical modeling of high and low 
temperature heat with particular emphasis on phase change phenomena. 
The project it also is equipped with easy to understand instructi n and very 
user-friendly interface, which will attract both computer literate. U er can better vi ualize 
the temperature behaviors, and explore the effect of change in sy tern gc rnetry, and 
properties. 
Furthennore, thi ystern trie to illu trate the linkage between the retical c ncept 
of multidimensional transient heat conduction and cornput r irnulati n u ing MA LAB. 
The resulting parabolic partial differential equation (PD ) i solved u ing finite difference 
method and PDE Toolbox (pdetool). This system considers uccessively linear system 
corresponding to the bioheat rran fer problem corre ponding to a Pennes' m del. 
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1.2 Objectives of project 
The main objective is to develop a system which suitable numerical method. r 
visualization of bioheat process. The visualization ofbioheat process hopes to re liz the 
following objectives: 
1. Theoretical modeling of heat transfers process involves problem solving. 
2. Visualizing of temperature in human body with cognitive science principle. 
3. To study heat processes - bioheat process in skin burn and hyperthermia cancer 
therapy). 
4. To visualize in different ways the temperature values in analyzing the proces by 
various experts 
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1.3 Scope of project 
The scope of this project is based on the project objective . Thi. sy. t m on us · 
by expert user (cancer specialist) to visualization of temperature distributions n ry 
complicated geometry and non-expert user (patient) to get information in human b d 
temperature. It has two category user can use this system: 
• Expert user- use the system to know the temperature and to determine the 
temperature using visualization with arrow, height 30 and c ntour. 
- active decision making to give the treatment based on the 
temperature visualization. 
• Non-expert - use to determine the temperature u ing visualization with 
colour. 
- pa sive decision making which is ju t g t informati n using 
visualization. 
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Visualization 1 
User 
I I Expert I 
I 
Active Decision Making 
- interpret data 
- give information 
about the treatment 
octor 
(cancer speciali t) 
Visualization with 
heights, contour, 
colour and arrow 
I I Non-ex pert ~ 
I 
Passive Decision Making 
- get information 
Patient 
Vi ualizati n with 
colour 
igure I: cope of he project 
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This project will be developed using MATLAB programming. This system will 
be developed contains all these elements: 
• Design high performance computing techniques for computer modeling, d In 
visualization, and interpretation. A particular application area i biohcat tran fl r 
modeling of biological bodies. 
• Have AI element aspect such as cognitive science, decision making and 
intelligent multimedia 
1.4 Aim of project 
The aim of this system i to show the effect of bi heat equation on the thermal 
states of biological tissues and to predict the effects of the thermal physical properties n 
the transient temperature of tissues and damage function. Thi system can be very 
beneficial in widening the idea of clinical thermal technology and thermal medical 
practices. 
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1.5 Report Overview 
Chapter I- Introduction 
This chapter is an overview of the project's proposal. This includes the obje tiv , 
scope, aim, the importance, and definition of project. 
Chapter 2- Literature Review 
This chapter includes the literature review of the other works on associated issues and 
fields of interest. 
hapter 3- Methodology 
This chapter identifies and provides the clarification on the meth dology approach that 
will be used in this project and methodology to olve the bioheat equation. 
hapter 4- iystem Analysis 
A detailed analysis of the system development tool arc c vcred which include the 
practicality and effectiveness of the chosen tools use in thi project. 
hapter 5- .ystem Design 
This chapter describe the fundamental design uch functional design, non-functional 
design and also the user interface. 
'hapter 6- .ystem Imp/em ntation 
This chapter review on the conver ion f y tern requir mcnts int program codes, 
'hap! tr 7- .._ iyst tm T '.\'/ ing 
Thi chapter de cribe the te tin ondu t ·d to d l mnin th • irror · ihut • .ur unt ii th ' 
ystem is free fr m error . 
Chap/er R-.' sl 'Ill H 1/11111011 
Thi chapter co .rs the st im str ·n rth and limit 1ti us. 
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1.6 Project Schedule 
In order to organize the development phase of the sy tern, a schedule is c nti I 
in order to develop the system in a more proper manner where the development pha c 
follows certain time frame allocated. Below is a Gantt chart on the development pha e 
scheduled along the intended time frame for each phase of the system. 
Table 1: Project Schedule Visualization of Bio heat process System. 
Key Activities •eb 
05 
Jun 
04 
July Aug Sept kt Nov 
04 04 04 04 04 
c Jan 
04 05 
Requirement 
Literature Review 
System Analysis 
System Design 
System 
Implementation 
System Testing 
·- ,' ,. 'i: • ",,' ~ ~ . " " ~ 
System valuation 
Documentati n 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Before starting to design any system, the very first steps are to come aero the 
literature surveys and gather all the information needed for further development of the 
proposed system. There are several ways to retrieve this invaluable information Tom 
vanous resources. 
2.1 Bioheat thermal process in human body 
The blood circulation underneath the skin, local metabolism, and heat exchange 
between the skin and its environment controls body temperature. hange in any f 
these parameters can induce variation of temperature and heat flux at the skin surface, 
reflecting the physiological state of human b dy. Tcmpcratur i a measure of the 
tendency of an object to spontaneously give up energy to its surrounding. When two 
objects are in thermal contact, the one that tends to spontaneously lose energy i at the 
higher temperature. Bioheat modeling is skin burns i the one of the application in heat 
transfer analysis. 
Heat transfer m human ti uc mv I e c mplicated pr cc uch a heat 
conduction in tissues, heat transfer due t perfu ion f the artcrial-ven l1 lo <.I through 
the porous of the tissues ( i -con ection • metabolic h at 1eneration, and · ternal 
interactions. 
Modeling heat Iran fer within th· body re [uir ·s r rmul uin 1 • 1u 1lions numcd 
io-hcat tran f r cquatlons for h 'Ill transfer ph '110111 'll \\I ithin 11 ti. su 1l11d rssumiu 1 ti 
implificd gc m ·tri od . uch th rm ti m< d I~ h 1 b • n d · ·top I for n ide v iric: 
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of purposes: the analysis of hyperthermia, the prediction of thermal physiolo ucal 
responses under a severe condition, and the evaluation of the comfort of a thermal 
environment. 
Skin surface temperature is greatly influenced by thermal envir nmcnt I 
conditions. Therefore, in order to detect and evaluate an abnormal area from spc ific 
colour, eliminating this influence is required. 
9 
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2.2 Bioheat equation 
The thermal structure of the superficial tissues described above can be u. cd as 
basis for calculating tissue temperature profiles and for determining respons to 
transient changes in surface conditions. Here a one-dimensional solution to this problem 
is provided. 
p c a T/8 t = div ( k grad T) -Cb w (T - Tb) + Qe quation l) 
The term on the left-hand side of the equation is the rate of change of thermal 
energy contained in a unit volume per unit time. On the right-hand side the three terms 
represent the rate at which thermal energy enters or leaves the unit volume in unit time 
by conduction, perfusion and metabolism respectively. This heat transfer equation first 
suggested by Pennes (I 948) i still widely used f r heat transfer in biological tissue 
although it does presuppose an unrealistic degree f tissue homogeneity. Recently 
modifications have been suggested ( agendijk I 87, Weinbaum et al I 84 which go 
some way in dealing with the added complexitie of local variations in va cular 
geometry and blood temperature. The main features Pennes's bioheat transf r model are 
simple, based on uniform perfusion and it i not valid for all tissue . 
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Setting the Parameters 
There are nine parameters that need to be set to define the transport problem. Th 
lines containing the parameter assignments appear in the first cell, at the bcginnin l of 
the notebook. Each parameter is described briefly below. Also given arc the curr nt 
values of each parameter. 
p density of tissue 
c specific heat of tissue 
t time 
Cb specific heat of blood 
T tissue temperature 
Tb blood temperature 
w perfusion rate 
K thermal conductivity of tis ue 
Q e body heating coefficient 
11 
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2.3 Hyperthermia 
Hyperthermia is heat treatment for cancer. One problem with treating anc r 
successfully is the fact that cancerous ceJls are very difficult to target specifically. In 
most respects, they are like normal cells, and even if they arc not, they can hide the 
differences. Raising the temperature of the tumor is one way to selectively destroy 
cancer cells. Hyperthermia is usually classified as local, regional, or whole body. 
Hyperthermia is dependent on both temperature and time. 
Hyperthermia cancer therapy is defined as selective tumor cell killing by local, 
regional or whole body heating to temperatures between 41 °C and 45°C for a peri d 
ranging from minutes to a few hours and in opposition to the body contr I pr ces e 
whose purpose is to maintain the temperature around the normal set. Wh le b dy 
hyp rtherrnia (W H) implic maintaining the dy temperature at up t 42° . I' r 
regional and local hyperthermia, the aim i to achieve temperature in the range 42° and 
45°C. In regional hyperthermia, large portions of the trunk or limb are heated and ften 
a difference in perfusion of the tumor and normal tis ue is relied up n t produce a 
temperature differential. In I calized h perthcrmia a mailer v lumc r ti UC lo al t 
the tumor is heated. 
12 
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Bioheat transfer 
The objective of hyperthermia in cancer therapy is to raise the temperature f 
cancerous tissue above a therapeutic value while maintaining the surr unding n rmal 
tissue at sublethal temperature values. It has been suggested that numerical modeling f 
the induced temperature distributions would yield a more complete de cription f th 
three dimensional temperature distributions. Mod ling the hyperthermia induced 
temperature distribution requires an accurate description of the mechani m of bi heat 
transfer. It is well known that blood flow affects the thermal response of living tissu s. 
The heat exchange between the living ti sues and the blood network that pa e 
through it depends on the geometry of the blood ve el, the lood fl w thr ugh it, and 
the properties of the blood and the surr unding ti ue. r example, it ha been 
demonstrated that the presence of large vessels in a heal d v lume with blood entering 
at systemic temperature can be an important ource of ti uc temperature n n-uniformity 
and possible hyperthermia under do age. onsidering all the above, tr mcndou effort 
were focused on describing the temperature field ar und bl od ve els. 
The theoretical analysi of heat tran fer and the interpretati n of the heat 
clearance mea urern nts tarted with the u c of the irnplificd biohcat equation dcri cd 
by Pennes, ( 1948). The bioheat c uati n i a modi f ation of the well- nm 11 Iran ·i 'nl 
heat conduction equati n in whi h the n e ti c .. ff .ts of th mo in blood are tr ·ttt ·d 
as a volumetri isotr pie heat ur e. 1 he metabolic heat g meration an " also 
included, if needed. 
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Bioheat transfer equation: 
p c a T/8 t = div ( k grad T) -Cb w (T - Tb) + Qe "'quation (I) 
During hyperthermia treatment the tissue temperature grows up to the upp r 
boundary of the tissue surviving, i.e. up to 44- 46°C, moreover, during a thcrmothcr py 
course based on the thermal tissue coagulation the temperature can attain value ab ut 
100 °C. So the question of whether the cellular tissue undergoing so strong heating can 
be described in the framework of the passive medium model is not evident. Therefore 
the thermal properties of cellular tissue under local strong heating deserve individual 
investigations to clarify if the physical background of the bioheat transfer theory has to 
be modeled. Jn particular, the fact that heat propagation in cellular tissue can exhibit 
anomalous properties was noted in. 
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2.4 Visualization 
2.4. 1 Overview 
Visualization simply means presenting information in pictorial form and u ing 
human recognition capabilities to detect patterns. Scientist , engineers, medical 
personnel, business analysis, and others often need to analyze large amounts of 
information or to study the behavior of certain processes. Numerical simulations carried 
out on supercomputers frequently produce data files containing millions data values. 
Similarly, satellite cameras and other resources is a large data files that faster than it can 
be interpreted. To scan these large sets of numbers to determine the relationship is an 
ineffective process. But if the data ar converted to a visual form, the pattern are often 
immediately clear. To produce graphical repre entation for scientific, engineering, and 
medical data sets and processes is generally re erred t a cicntific visualization. 
There are many different kinds of data sets, and an effective visualization 
depends on the characteristics of the data. A collection of data can contain scalar value , 
vectors, high-order tensors, or any combination of these data types and data sets can be 
2D, or 30 and the colour is just one way to visualize a data set. 
Other techniques in visualization are like contour plot , graph chart .urfa e 
renderings, and vi ualization f v lume interi rs. Image pr cc· ing technique arc 
combined with computer graphic t produce man of the data isuali: ation, 
The vi ualization of the olum ·tri · data ha· aid d m in s ·i ·ntili · dis nplin s 
ranging from biomedical science to di 'lane I ·urnin to • • ph si -. . Th <.Ji ·rsil lf 
the ield: and the rrowin rclinn · · < n isu rlizntion hn: I· t to its impml 111 • •• 'l'h ·r• is so 
15 
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much emphasis on visualization as it often the most intuitive mode of analysis. Currently 
a lot of research is being done for implementing specialized visualization system. 
2.4.2 Visualization concept 
Visualization is a formation of mental visual images, the act or proccs of 
interpreting in visual terms or of putting into visible form (Cohn, 2000). The scientific 
visualization is the formal name given to field in computer science that encompasses 
user interface, data representation and processing algorithm, visual representation, and 
other sensory presentation such as sound and touch. 
Visualization is more than a method of computing. [t is proce of transforming 
information into a visual form enabling the user to observe the information. n the 
computer science side, it uses techniques of computer graphics and imaging. Beside 
relying on visual computing and display, it involve human beings. Thus, we need to 
take into account human perception and cognitive capabilities, human variations, task 
characteristics and decision-making. Successful visualizations can reduce the time for 
the user to get the information, make sense out of it, and enhance creative thinking. ln 
contrast with most data used in scientific visualization, information is u ually non- 
spatial or abstract. To create visualization, one need t map the informati n into 
physical space that will repre ent relation hip ntained in the information faithfully 
and efficiently. Thi. could mablo the ervcr t u c hi her innate abilitie to 
under tand patial relation hip . ·inding a io d patial r epr 'S mtntion of the informntion 
at hand is one fthe mot defunct task in isuali .otion of il stru ·t inf rnuui jn, 
16 
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There are several different aspects to user interface for a data visualization 
system. These include the following: 
• interaction with the visualization process uch a modifying p ramcrcrs 
or changing the method of data analysis to look at different view of the 
data. 
• interaction with the original data collection or computation and the ability 
to modify the model , or even the problem. 
The reason for having visualization system is to help people solve problem. 
Thus, the area of cognitive psychology, which is the study of how people solve 
problems, is highly relevant. It has been postulated that the semantic of the 
representation of a problem may determine how difficult the problem i to olve. r 
example when people are given isomorphic problems (identical in form) but with 
different semantic representations, there is little carry over in the problem oluti 11 
process. This means that what the user learns in solving the first problems is not used in 
solving the second problem, even though they are identical in form, but not in 
representation. 
17 
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2.4. 3 Data visualization techniques 
1. Isosurfaces and Contours 
This display technique is best suited for geographical or other phy i Al 
object depictions. Contour lines connect data points that have the am 
value for a particular parameter in a region of values. Isosurface i a 3D 
surface contour, where at each point on the surface, the value of the data 
is the same. 
11. Volume rendering 
One of the most active areas in advanced data visualization is volume 
rendering. Volume rendering rs the process of projecting 
multidimensional data set onto a two-dimensional image plane in order to 
gain better understanding of the internal structure of the volumetric data 
visualization. This technique i mo t commonly u cd in the medical field, 
geosciences, astrophysics, chemistry, mechanical and other engineering 
fields. 
111. Colour Mapping 
Colour maps present a relationship between a range of data value and a 
range of colour . In this procc s each col ur is mapped to either a 
specific data value or a range f data value . ften a ontinuous colour 
gradient, or c lour spectrum, is used in colour map'. olour mapping is 
very useful when applied in conjun tion with oth r isuuJizution 
techniques. or example a c lour 111 tp iun b LI'· I v ith u th e ·• 
dirncnsi nal I tin ord r I l displ 1 l r I \tionship fou1 rri tbl ·~. 
18 
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iv. Vector Field Representation 
Vector field representation uses a broad set of techniques to depict the 
magnitude of data or a direction of flow. These techniques a I o allow 
users to depict two data attributes in a single point. ome f the popular 
vector field techniques are streamlines and glyphs. trcamlincs illu trate 
a general flow and are the lines that are tangential to a velocity field at 
each point. Glyphs are generic visual objects, such as a sphere, that are 
used to represent data. 
v. Voxelisation 
Voxelisation is the process of producing JD data from an object 
description Jike polygonal meshes, so that each voxel has a value. Voxel 
(volume element) is the name given to a value in 3D pace. The data can 
then be rendered using a volume visualization technique to produce an 
image of the original object. Voxelisation is the process of converting an 
object of one description into volume data. Appropriate volume 
visualization techniques can be applied to any data. 
19 
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2.5 Artificial intelligent aspect 
Artificial intelligent (AI) is a branch of computer science applying human 
intelligence to computer system. 
2. 5.1 Different user 
Different user whether expert or non-expert can use this system will make the 
system is intelligent. The expert is a shown how will the system go with different point 
of view. Here three different users had been used, theoretical modeling of bioheat 
process, doctor, and patient. Under patient record, doctor may have information like 
sickness, normal or abnormal temperature using height JD, colour, contour, and arrow 
technique visualizations. For a patient, they may have information like sickness, normal 
or abnormal temperature using color visualizations. 
2.5.2 ognitive science principi 
Colour is a visualization techniques used to convey more information. Many 
applications used the colouring approach since information can be di played attractively 
to users and can often improve ta k perf rrnance. The appropriate u e f col ur i v ry 
important for effective visualization becau c the human eye i lea t sen itivc to the 
colour (Collin, 2000) Trichr macy theor c plain that most imp rtant fact about lour 
vision is that we have three di tinct col ur receptor called cont; in our retin 1 · that ur 
active at normal light level. 
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Visualization amplifies cognition. About six major ways m which the 
visualizations can amplify the cognition are: 
• increasing the memory and processing resources available to the users. 
• used visual representations to enhance the detection of patterns 
• enabling perceptual inference operations 
• used perceptual attention mechanisms for monitoring 
• encoding information in a manipulability medium. 
This visualization can aJlow patterns in the data to reveal themselves and it allow 
some inferences to be done very easily. It also allow the environment to store details like 
map close to where they need to be used, reduce data search by grouping or visually 
relating formation where they can compact information into a small pace. Beside that, 
it also allows patterns in the data reveal themselves and allows ome inferences done 
easily. 
2.5.3 Decision-making 
The management of this system can involve computer's capability of performing 
rapid calculations of the bio-heat equation and data comparison could be used to produce 
meaningful information f; r management to the u er whether to non-exp rt u ier or 
expert user. This system can d a deci ion-making proce get know what the u er 
tatus in temperature based on information f th ir n wl dg . 
As the system move t ward decentralized deci ion-ma the user, ac ·c 'S 
to inf rmation they need t m ke d ision. Thi is to th· ' lution th bi h 'UI 
21 
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process. Non-management user also benefit by having information available through 
modeling and visualization from the information. 
2.5.4 Memory and knowledge 
Colour mapping can attach the meaning of the temperature in-patient's which is 
will store at long-term memory. Leaming colors because it will works with the semantic 
memory. Semantic memory contains world knowledge, not skills. This knowledge is 
generic and context independent such as colour of the temperature and boundary of 
temperature. Semantic use the perceptual categories such as colour are organized such 
that prototypes for various colours exist. 
2.5.5 Intelligent multimedia 
Today multimedia in its different forms penetrate a lot of different 
communication environment from a technical point of view multimedia is based on 
networked communication (e.g. www) as well as digital store media (e.g. D-R M). In 
the literature we can find different definitions of multimedia, one of the definition i , 
according to Fibiger (n.d), multimedia is the combination of timer-ba ed media, such a 
voice, animation and video- a lord with pace-based media- such a text, graphic and 
images. 
Multimedia allow th r ces f I arning to b c me mor e iting and 
experienced. lt is also help the per n t unde tand c ncept faster and 'U i r. The 
usage of multimedia ha some importune in the m 'di ·nl pre · '8 ·. It i •s an opportunit 
to the d ctor and patient to 't knov I ·d ' about th· h11111 in l od I mt 1 ilur • 
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2. 5. 6 Numerical method 
Partial differential equation such as bioheat equation using Matlab is one part of 
the numerical method that include in AI aspect. The PD shave capability to olvc man 
problem areas such as engineering problem including heat conduction. 
2.5. 7 Visualization 
Visualization has two aims that are perception and interpretation. Interpretation 
aims are defined by the viewer(s), for example identify objects, compare values, 
distinguish objects, and categorize objects. Types of interpretation are supported by 
classification of data (temperature value) e.g. low, normal, and high temperature. It can 
generate meaningful information. Besides that, the user can under tand how perception 
works, our knowledge can be translated into rule for displaying information. In 
addition, visualization can reduce time for user to get the information. 
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2.6 Matlab 
2.6.1 Overview 
Matlab is an acronym for Matrix Laboratory and high performance language for 
technical computing. Matlab can be used to represent a physical system or a mod I. It 
integrates computing, visualization and programming in a user-friendly environment 
where problems and solution are expressed is familiar mathematical notation. Typical 
uses of Matlab include: 
1. Math and computation 
2. Algorithm development 
3. Modeling, simulation and prototyping 
4. Data analysis, exploration and visualization 
5. Scientific and engineering graphic 
6. Application development, including graphical user interface building 
Matlab is an interactive system which basic data element is an array that doe not 
require dimensioning. Many technical computing problems, especially tho e involving 
matrix and vector formulations can be such a C or Fontran. 
Jn university environment it i a tandard instructional tool for intr duct ry and 
advance courses in mathematics, engineering and cience, Jn the indu try it is used for 
high-productivity research, development and analy ·i . 
Matlab also has application p cific olution called toolbo e . T ol o c · ir 
comprehen ive c lie ti n of Matlab fun nion M~file' th 1t xt .nd th , Mull ib 
envir nment to solve parti culur ·lu ss 'll of' probl »ns. A1 11s in whi h I< <Jll o s urc 
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available include signal processing, control systems, neural network, fuzzy logic, 
wavelets, simulation, and others. 
2. 6. 2 Matlab and other platforms 
Matlab allows interaction with data and programs external to its environment. It 
provides an Application Program Interface (API) to support these external interfaces. 
The functions supported by the API include: 
1. Calling C or Fontran programs from Matlab 
2. Importing and exploring data to and from the Matlab environment 
3. Establishing client/server relationship between Matlab and other software 
programs. 
2. 6. 3 The Matlab array 
The Matlab language works with only a single object type: array. All Matlab 
variables including scalar, vectors, matrices, string, cell arrays, structures and object are 
stored as arrays. 
Matlab data types include: 
1. Complex double-precision matrices 
- These matrices are of type double and have dimension of m-by-n, where m i 
the numbers of row and n i the numb r of columns. The data is stored a · 
two vector of double-preci ion number - ne c ntaining real data and tho 
other imaginary data. 
2. Numeric matrices 
- The car in 1-- .. pr · -ision flout in print ind 8- I -1 nnd -bit int, rs, 
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both signed and unsigned. The data is store in two vectors in the same 
manner as double-precision matrices. 
3. Strings 
- Strings in Matlab are of type char, and are sound just as unsigned 16-bit 
integers are, except that no imaginary data component exists. :.ach character 
in the string is stored as 16-bit ASCJ 1 Unicode. 
4. Cell arrays 
- Cell arrays are a collection of arrays, where each array is referred to as a 
cell. This allows arrays of different types to be stored together. Each cell can 
be of any supported data type, even another cell array. 
5. Multi-dimensional arrays 
- Matlab arrays of any type can be multi-dimensional. A vector of integers is 
stored where each element is the size of the corres ndin dimension. The 
storage of the data is the same as matrices. 
6. LogicaJ arrays 
- Any noncomplex numeric or sparse array can be flagged a logical. The 
storage for a logical array is the same as the storage for a non-logical array. 
2. 6. 4 Matlab graphi ·s 
Matlab has graphic features for isualizing data and pr anng pm .entation 
graphics. It has routines ti r uilding 20 and graphic tructure · uch a· line pl ts, 
contour plots, me hand iurfa ' lot , and animation. In iddir: 11 tc thi,' ·ol iur, 1lmdin 1, 
axis labclinu and , ·n ml np1 .arun · ·s .un I · xunroll ·I. Li lttin 1 ·ff 'I. 1 pat ·h · ·, 111u 
c ntrol of a pc ·t rati and di pl 1 ·iz mhnn ·' Jnt 1 output in M 1tl rb. 
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2.6.5 Partial Differential Equation Toolbox 
PDE Toolbox is a graphical user interface (GUI). pdetool provides the 
graphical user interface (GUI) for the PDE Toolbox. The GUf helps you to draw the 2- 
domain and to define boundary conditions for a PD problem. It also makes it po sibl 
to specify the partial differential equation, to create, inspect, and refine the mesh, and to 
compute and display the solution from the GUI. 
pdetool contains several different modes: 
In Draw mode, you construct a Constructive Solid Geometry model CSG model) of 
the geometry. You can draw solid objects that can overlap. There are four types of solid 
objects: 
• Circle object - represents the set of points inside a circle. 
• Polygon object - represents the set of points inside the polygon given by a set of 
line segments. 
• Rectangle object - represents the set of points in ide the rectangle given by a set 
of line segments. 
• Ellipse object - represents the set of points inside an ellipse. The ellip e can be 
rotated. 
Typing a set formula can combine the solid objects. ach obiect is autornaticall 
assigned a unique name which i displayed in th I on the solid objc t it 1clf. The 
names refer to the object in the set formula. M r pe ificall in the set Ii rmulu the 
name refers to the et f point· in side the bjc t. 
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In boundary mode, you can specify the boundary conditions. You can have 
different types of boundary conditions on different boundaries. ln this mode, the original 
shapes of the solid building objects constitute borders between sub domains of th 
model. Such borders can be eliminated in this mode. The outer boundaries arc color 
coded to indicate the type of boundary conditions. A red outer boundary corrc ponds to 
Dirichlet boundary conditions, blue to generalized Neumann boundary conditions, and 
green to mixed boundary conditions. You can return to the boundary condition display 
by clicking the an button or by selecting Boundary Mode from the Boundary menu. 
In PDE mode, you can specify the type of PDE problem, and the coefficients c, 
a, f, and d. You can specify the coefficients for each sub domain independently. Thi 
makes it easy to specify, e.g., various material propertie in one P model. The PD to 
be solved can be specified by clicking the PD button or by selecting PD pecification 
from the PDE menu. This brings up a dialog box. 
In Mesh mode, you can control the automated mesh generation and plot the 
mesh. An initial mesh can be generated by clicking the .6. button or by selecting 
Initialize Mesh from the Mesh menu. he initial me h can be repeatedly relined by 
clicking the refine button or by electing Refine Me h from the Me h menu. 
In olve mode, you can specify olve parameters and olve the P -or 
parabolic and hy erb lie PD problem , Y u can al 'O ecify the initial condition and 
the time at which the utput hould b · i 1 .n ilu I r >bl im ', th • s ·ur ·h 
range an c p cifi id. Al o th idur ti 1f1 I nonlin ·n rol rs fi r llipti P l~!S · in b · 
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invoked. The PDE problem is solved by clicking the = button or by selecting Solve PD .. 
from the Solve menu. By default, the solution is plotted in the pdetool axe . 
In Plot mode you can select a wide variety of visualization methods u h as 
surface, mesh, contour, and quiver (vector field) plots. For surface plots, you can choo c 
between interpolated and flat rendering schemes. The mesh can be hidden in aJI plot 
types. For parabolic and hyperbolic equations, you can animate the solution as it changes 
with time. You can show the solution both in 2-D and 3-D. 2-D plots are shown inside 
pdetool. 3-D plots are plotted in separate figure windows. Different types of plots can 
be selected by cJicking the button with the solution plot icon or by selecting Parameters 
from the Plot menu. This opens a dialog box. 
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2.7 Summary 
Many problems are encountered in the field of volume visualization. ome of 
these problems themselves have branched into areas of research. These includ : 
i. Volume visualization system has to be uch that it unites numerous 
visualization methods. 
u. Visualization from complex data sets. 
111. Aspect of color that can get important knowledge. 
iv. Knowledge of human perception can lead to more effective 
visualizations. 
v. Bioheat process in the human body. 
vi. Hyperthermia as a heat treatment for cancer. 
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CHAPTER3:METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Development methodology 
A system development methodol<igy or also known as process model i a 
,. 
collection of procedures, technology, tools and documentation aids which help y t m 
developers in their task of implementing a Itew information system. It consists of a s t of 
phases, which consists of a set of sub phases. This shows the way in applying the set of 
software process activities and associated result towards producing a software product. It 
defines the stages of a system development project, specifies the task to be carried in and 
out, and the output is expected from each stage. Methodology provides guideline for the 
developers and helps them to plan, manage, control and evaluate info system project. 
There are many types of development model in the software engineering, such as 
waterfall model, waterfall with prototyping model and piral model. A good 
methodology, which is able to provide the effective ways of system development, i best 
defined before the project starts and then becomes the framework to development staff. 
Below are some benefits offered by a good methodology: 
• Provides a standard framework that the developer does not have t reinvent the 
wheel for each project 
• ach method or tool in the methodol gy r ults in succc ful · mpleti n of each 
development ta k 
• Increase the system qualit y enforcing the de I p r to produ · • Ile ibl · 
system and adequate d um ·nt lli J1 
• Provide b ·tt ·r und .rstundin Of u er ue ids nnd ilid uiou of us 11 Js 
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• Provides the management with tools to review project progress and checklist to 
access tasks and deliverables 
• Improves communication among management, analyst, programmer , u er. and 
other stakeholders by providing a communication base 
• Facilities planning and controlling the project 
I have decided to use the Waterfall Model as my system process approach. 
3.1.I Waterfall Model 
The waterfall model is also caJJed the "classic life cycle" or the "linear sequential 
model". The stages of the waterfall model are performed sequentially, in a systematic 
fashion. Only after a stage is completed can the next stage begin. However, if errors are 
detected during any stage, one can return to the previous stage for corrections. 
The waterfall model wa derived from engine ring models to put ome order in 
the development of large software products. It consists of different stages, which are 
processed in a linear fashion. Compared to other software development models it is 
more rigid and better manageable. The waterfall model is an important model, which is 
the basis of many other models, however for many modern projects it has become a little 
outdated. It is stilJ wildly used. 
The WaterfaJJ Model wa cho en becau e of the f llowing reason : 
• Very structured 
The ystern i. de ign u ing u lo 1i ·ul flow. 
• Pr dictubt • 
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It allows estimation of the completion of each stage so that the system 
can be developed within the time frame given. lnvolvc user. 
participation. Require information gathering form the user in order to 
develop a system hat meet user needs to a greater extend. 
• Good visibility 
All the requirements can be identified and well defined. 
• More efficiency 
The time and resources can be well determined in order to enable 
developers to manage the project more efficiency. 
The Waterfall Model is shown as below: 
1 
Requirements ,___ 
I System analysis 
- System design 
·~ 
" 
System development 
I Sy tern implcmentati n 
•II- 
- 
Maintenance 
~igure 3.1: The Wa(crfall M dcl 
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The waterfall model encompasses the following activities: 
1. Requirements 
This first stage is the requirements gathering stage to determine requirement of 
the system. To developing the visualization system, the requirements gathered would 
include the interaction between subsystem, functionality, behavior, performance, 
interface, and constraints of the system. The requirements including functional and non- 
functional are documented and reviewed. Besides that, software and hardware 
requirements during the development stage are also have to identify. 
2. System Analysis 
In the second phase of the system development life cycle, the system analysis is 
concerned with identifying problems, opportunity, and objective . The real problem is 
determined and the best solution is decided. Opportunities can be conceived of as the 
observation of the problem, and improvement can be defined as changes that will result 
in increment yet worthwhile benefits. Then the specification and the constraints of the 
project can be determined to define information requirement. 
3. System design 
he systems design e tablishe verall vi ualizati n tern architecture. F r thi · 
project, system design focu es on di tinct attribute f the module' in i ualization 
program. The main page appearanc • f the i uulizaf n subs t nn w 1 J~ i med in thi 
tagc. Thus th" flow chart or th • 
vi iualizc am al r uircd in this tn . In uddir! >11 th' pr J • t s ·t '111 desi m also 
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includes transforming the requirements into a representation that can be assessed for 
quality before the code generation (implementation stage) begins. 
4. Implementation and unit testing 
During this stage, set of programs or program units section in visualization 
modules like User Section, Visualization section and Executive Information ystem will 
be create in the system based on the project system design. After code has been 
generated, unit testing is performed to verify that each unit meets its specification. 
5. Integration and system testing 
This stage tests the complete of visualization of bioheat sy tern. Alt the program 
units tested as a complete system to verify that the software requirements have been met. 
The system is delivered to the user after the testing proce s. 
6. Operation and maintenance 
Maintenance takes place after the sy tem is put into practical use. Maintenance 
involves correcting errors missed in earlier stages of the life cycle, improving the system 
implementation, adding performance r functional enh ncemcnts or making change due 
to accommodate changes in the oftware e ternal environment f r overall thi y tern. U
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3.2 Methodology of calculating equation of bioheat process. 
In another approach using the pdetool GUI, similar mathematical formulation 
and boundary conditions are applied. This approach is perhaps easier to gra pond an be 
taught as part of the heat transfer. However, care should be taken to balance the skill f 
solving parabolic PDE numerically with that of using this 'black-box'. 
The estimation of temperature profiles inside a human body is performed by 
developing a numerical programming using MATLAB and applying its PD Toolbox 
(pdetool) Graphical User Interface (GUI). There are 4 types of PD s which is 
hyperbolic, parabolic, elliptic and eigenmodes. From the pennes' equation, the equation 
of parabolic is likely the same. 1 choos to use the parabolic equation and heat transfer to 
solve this equation. The Parabolic and heat transfer PD 
Rho*C*T' - div (k*grad (T)) = Q+h"'(Text-T) 
J Pill ~p<•rl1t.,11lnn f. )r111Jrx1 
c ......... mo't'l'<tvlk'oo ... !1Hhh1Te .. Tl,_,_..,, 
T)<IO o1 f1)l 1.ooll ..... 
.,_ o ....... ,.,., 
... I' 0 u....,iq, r F ... • 
c 1·0 I lloMUO«.i)i r. p,.ob(.lr: 
r: I' 0 c..lt "''""" ""°""""" 
Q r lllftlf()(,I r 
, , u r.o ...... )1'¥tlltu• .... 1.w-n 
, ... 1uu llrl""''""';..ni•#ui:" 
llf l..!JOfttf 
Figure ·-· pti ns in th quation sol r. 
In thi W rk th th rrnnl ar 1111 'I IS whi h is 'O l1i i Ill of' h ti ' 11 lu ti it k: • 
thermal ap 1 ity ', d nsit rho, h ut iourc 0, I m1 •r uur · T, , t ·nml I »np r uur Text 
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and conductivity heat transfer coefficient h. The resulting parabolic PD of he 
temperature T with respect to this parameter, it will display the visualization in many 
ways that you want after insert the values to the equation. 
There are several general step to any PDE problem, and there are a few mor to 
solving them numerically. These are: 
• defining the domain of the problem in space (i.e, the geometry- draw 
mode) 
• defining the time-dependence of the problem 
• defining the initial and/or boundary conditions 
• setting up the proper PDE for solution 
• choosing the "coefficients" or physical properties of the system 
• defining the "mesh" or set of sub-domains on which to numerically solve 
the PD .. 
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CHAPTEJt 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 
As is progress from the literature research and review stage, th next pha c is to 
perform a through and detailed analysis of the system development. rnpha is will be n 
the functional and non-functional requirements of the system development needs. Thu 1 
can say that system analysis is a stage of gathering, analyzing, and finalizing or 
determine the problem scope and the objective of goals, which the system will have to 
achieve. 
4.1 Technique for requirement elicitation 
Capturing requirement of a system or in a more formal note-eliciting requirement 
seems to be a very straightforward process. However, it docs face cveral barriers, which 
complicates the whole process. The problems are many and one of it could be that the 
users do not know what they want, or that the analyst thinks they understand u er 
problems better than user do. Nevertheless, there are techniques that have proved 
effective in addressing these problems. 
Information from internet sour ~ 
This is main source it is ea y and quick to get information a out bi -heat 
process. The way to earch the reference of the bi heat proces is u in 1 ear ·h ·n tin • 
like Yahoo, o gle, and AltaYi f . 
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Printed material 
The printed material that was used is mainly journal and books from the Main 
Library of Malaya University. Especially the textbooks and guide books a programming 
language that was from previous years of studying in the field Artificial Intelligent and 
about heat conduction and thermal process. However, information knowlcdg was also 
gained from journals and conference paper. 
The reports on the previous projects also help a lot especially in the structure of 
the documentation. It helps a smoother flow to the documentation by giving ideas on the 
structure and contains. 
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4.2 Analysis Procedures 
An analysis procedure is important in order to identify the variou requirement 
and objectives that need to be met by the user. The outcome of the analysis will serve a 
guideline for the developer during the design on what and how the system ha to 
function in order to fulfill the user require. Listed below are the procedures for system 
analysis: 
i) Problem Identification 
ii) Evaluation And Synthesis 
iii) Modeling 
iv) System Requirements And Specification 
4.2. 1 Problem Identification 
Essentially the first phase m the system analysis procedure, the problem 
identification stage is being carried out in order to recognize and identify the objective 
of the system and the goals that the system need to meet in order to satisfy the user 
needs. In visualization of bioheat process module the problem identification is that the 
system has to perform the visualization temperature of human body in many ways. The 
main goal that needs to be met by the ystem i to be able to function in a real time 
manner as well as to provide the user a reliable, u er friendly and efficient functionality. 
40 
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4.2.2 Evaluation and Synthesis 
In this stage, analyzing of problems has to be done by dividing the problem 
scope into smaller parts so that the problem can be tackle one by one. By doing thi , W" 
can have a better view and understanding on the problem scope and eventually easier to 
solve. 
The following are problems that needed to be considered for system requirement: 
i) Consideration of programming language that will suite the development of 
the system. 
ii) Consideration of how to manage the processing and data flow of the system. 
iii) Consideration on direct to solve the equation of bio-heat process. 
iv) Consideration of combination of many visualization. 
4.2.3 Modeling 
By using a graphical representation on the data flow process, we can better 
understand how the system actually works. A graphical model such as flow chart can be 
present the flow of the system is built. 
The analysis here has the following main objectives: 
• To solve for the bioheat equation of human body temperature 
• To determine the distribution of minimum temp raturc and maximum temperature 
The basis for modeling i Penne ' bio-heat-tran f •r equation whi h is cquipp ·d 
with a temperature-dependent bl d perfusion. The purpo e I Penncs' study wa to 
evaluate the applicability of heat flow th ·or t the forearm in b \ ·i' l ·nn,' or th local 
rate of ti ues heat pr du tion and olum · tlow of' l I ml. An imp irtnut r uur • if 
41 
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Pennes' approach is that his microscopic thermal energy balance for perfuse tissue i 
linear, which means that the equation is amenable to analysis by various methods 
commonly used to solve the heat-conduction equations. For example, I used the Penn 
equation to analyze and developed a few part in human body thermal model. Th 
equation proposed by Pennes is now generally known either as the bioheat equation or 
as the Pennes equation. 
The equation is: 
Table 4.1 The equation. 
Equation 
Convention Description 
pdetool Rho* *T'-div (k*grad (T))=Q +h • (Text-T) 
Where: 
k coefficient of heat conductivity 
thermal capacity 
rho density 
Q heat source 
T temperature 
Text externa I temperature 
h conductivity heat tran fer co ffici nt 
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Mathematical equation pc8T/8t div(k gradT}- c, W(T- Tb )+ Qc 
where: 
P density of tissue 
c specific heat of tissue 
t time 
T tissue temperature 
K thermal conductivity of tissues 
cb specific heat of blood 
Tb blood temperature 
W ma s flow rate of blo d per unit 
volume of ti sue 
o deposited by an electric field E in ti sue 
with electric c nductivity 
Limitations of Pennes' Model 
The limitations of this model arise from the erroneous view of the heat tran fer 
process and its anatomical location. The thermal equilibration length is defined a the 
length at which the difference between the blood and ti ue temperature decrea es to J /e 
of the initial value. The limitation of thi model is that given the detail required, the 
model is not easy to implement. Al o, the perfu 'ion onducti it term i dim iult to 
evaluate. 
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4.2.4 System Requirement and Specification 
The requirement is a characteristic or descriptions that play in ystem 
development to complete a system in execution as suggested. ft is not only explaining a 
flow of input and output information about the system but also explaining the re triction 
too in system execution. 
To get exact requirement, each process need a repetition and should be involve a 
feedback from end-user and system developer. An exact requirement is important to 
ensure that the system executed normally. For the system requirement specification there 
have two type of requirement. 
There are 2 types of requirements, which are: 
i) Functional requirements 
ii) Non-Functional requirements 
4.2.4.1 Functional Requirement 
A functional requirement refers to the interaction between the ystem and the 
working environment the system resides in. ft also describes how a system should 
behave and perform their task given a set of input or stimuli. tated below are the 
components in functional requirement analysis: 
Visualization module 
This section refers to the vi ualization module of thi y tern. We can ay that 
this section has the foremost or importance am ng th' fun tionalit r .quir 11 nt for it 
processes the u er reque t and th ·r for icn ·rut' th· int n I ·d output. 'l'h · . tern 
44 
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processing has two modules, which also represents each visualization task category as 
listed below: 
• Perform mathematical computations 
The system must able to perform all the mathematical calculations 
required by the partial differences equations (PD ). he system must be 
able to generate accurate results for every calculation. 
• Use interface Module 
Describes the responsible on how the communication between the user 
with the system in getting information or input from the user for further 
processing. We can distinguish the main criteria which emerge in this 
section which are the: 
a) Display Module - front end design or the user interface which 
serves as the direct interaction phase between 
the user and the system. 
b) Result Page - page include a listing of the processing results 
which is performed upon the user request 
4.2.4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
Other important criteria to en ure the user ati fied must give an attention. It is 
not only about the function that i executed by the ystern, but its need a non-functi u 
requirement involved. Non-Functional requirement can be de crib d a· con traint where 
the system must operate t a certain degree of uandar I f r ·r uion. Th c onstruints 
u ually narrow the el· ·tion t' d • elopm ·nt tools su ch 1s pro rnnuninu Inn iuu e, 
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platform and others. Listed below are the non-functional requirements of the system: 
i) Reliability 
Reliability refers the extent of the system performance that arc expect d or 
desired by the user, which required criteria such as precision and accuracy. 
Reliability will convince the user on the capability in performing to th ir 
expectation as well as providing error-handling capability. 
ii) Maintainability 
Maintainability refers to the degree which the system can perform its 
function or adapt to a possibly changing of operation environment. A good 
maintainability system will be easy to modify and test in future upgrading of 
the system or correcting the errors or moving the system to other computer 
system. 
iii) fficiency and correctness 
The system can do what the user want when it is needed although it has been 
used all the time and it can use within any problem. 
iv) User Friendliness 
Designing of a graphical user interface will eventually enhance user 
friendliness as well as ea ier for the u er to under tand and u se the y tern. 
Good consideration of u er interface d ign i that the interface mu t fulfill 
the following criteria: 
a) Consistent or tandard - which mean ever interface of diff rent m dule 
hall lo k similar in ord .r not t confuse th· u~ r. 
b) High 'TC' f nd .rstaud tbilit 
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4.3 Hardware and Software Requirements 
Hardware 
Hardware requirement refer to the hardware support needed in order to run the system 
smoothly. 
Control Processing Unit 
Memory Space HDD 
Random Access Memory 
Other requirement 
Software 
Software Requirement refers to the application or software tools needed in order to 
Pentium 4 1.8 GHz 
20.0 GHz 
128DDRAM 
Mouse, Keyboard, CD-ROM, VGA, and sound system 
develop and run the system at the server side. 
Operating System Windows XP or Windows 2000 
Programming Language Matlab 6.5 
4.4 Summary 
This chapter mainly deal with the requirement of the system. At the beginning it 
was explained what technique were used to solicit the ystem requirement. After that 
analysis about the equation used to olve this problem. List f fun ti n ti and non- 
functional requirement were specified. Be ide the minimum hardware and roftwarc 
requirement for the ystem wa al mentioned. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 
5.1 Introduction 
System design is a phase of the waterfall that entire requirement are translated 
into system characteristic. The requirements for the system are regarding to the analysis 
that had been discussed in the previous chapter. System design includes the following 
issues: 
• Main menu module 
• Visualization module 
5.2 System Functionality Desig11 
5.2.1 System structure charts 
There are 2 categories of users. This is a system structure chart for the expert 
user (doctor). The flow of main program for expert user is: 
I. Start 
2. Call rnatlab function such a : 
• defining the domain of the roblem in 'pace i.c. the geometry 
• defining the time-dependence of the pr lern 
• defining the initial and/or boundnr .onditions 
• scuing up the prop ·r P E for , lution 
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• choosing the "coefficients" or physical properties of the system defining 
the "mesh" or set of sub-domains on which to numerically solve the P ..... 
3. Display the result in many ways of visualizations. 
4. If the user wants to use the new values, user wil1 return to set the pde again. 
If not the system will stop. 
Input value in 
poramotcr 
a I I M 11 I I n b f u 11 c I i o 11 
I) i s p f a y 
g r a p h i c a l result 
according to the 
U BC r 
y cs 
Figure 5.1: The flow diagram of main program vi ualization fl r expert u er 
(doctor). 
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The flow of main program for non-expert user is: 
1. Start 
2. Click the button 
3. The result will display 
4. If the user want to see the other visualization then continue with click the 
button. If not, stop. 
Start 
Click the button 
Display 
graphical resu It 
Yes 
Figure 5.2: he flow diagram r main pro rum vi 'U~liznti 11 r r non- ixp ·rl 
user (patient). 
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The PDE solutions have six steps and corresponding PDE Toolbox usage modes are: 
1. Identify the equation 
2. Specify the domain (geometry definition) 
Domains are constructed by the addition and subtraction of primitive domain 
such as rectangles, polygons, and ellipses. To form the desired domain, type in a 
formula in the set formula box (above the displayed region) to combine the 
primitives by addition or subtraction. 
3. Specification of boundary conditions (boundary condition mode). 
4. Selections of PDE coefficients that define the problem (PDE mode). Select PDE 
specification and then choose a problem type (the default is Elliptic). 
5. Specify initial mesh (mesh mode). 
6. Solution of the PDE (solve mode) and output will display based on users. 
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Identify the equation 
Start the Matlab PDE toolbox 
Specify the domain 
Specify boundary conditions 
Specify the PDE 
Specify initial mesh and desired 
mesh refinement Yes 
Visualize with color 
Vi ualizo with 
height, contour 
and arrow 
I Solve PDE and l Lc: desired pl~ 
(·nd) 
Figure 5.3: The flow diagrams of program how to olve the equati n 
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5.2.2 Modeling 
Modeling is the process of creating the creatures and furnishing of your scene. 
The goal of modeling is to create convincing. This system is accurately modeled with 
Pennes' equations and modeled with the bioheat transfer equation. The bioheat equation 
can be solved by pde tool in matlab function of the bioheat equation. 
5.2.3 Visualizing of temperature 
The temperature of human body can be visualized by colour, arrow, contour, 
height 3-D, and animation. 
• The colours (shown as different shadings in the printed diagram) represent the 
high and low temperature. The scalar colour bar that i used for showing 
temperature values. 
• Animation is effective when there is a need to enhance the emotional impact of 
the message and break up the intensity of too much textual information. This i 
particularly useful in this application because the target users are visualizing the 
temperature human body. In this dissertation, animation is proposed to be use 
and create a cognitive tool to visualize the concepts of fractions. 
5.2.4 Interpretation 
Interpretation is a step in which temperature are identified and la eled with 
meaningful terms such as ' whole matter". hi process can be performed interactively. 
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5.3 Graphical user interface (GUI) 
Using the interactive Guide Editor in Matlab developed the GUf. Developing m 
interface in Matlab proved to be challenge to the author. The GUJ development tool 
were found to be rather unstable, causing constant crashes, and non-u er friendly. 
However, through the implementation of a GUI, the visualization system has been made 
user-friendly. The user non-expert can view the visualization through just the clicks of 
buttons and the visualization will be view. 
The basic emphases on GUI are: 
• Simple but attractive and easy to understand 
• Ease of browsing 
• Guidance provided. Name of buttons are clearly stated and understood. 
• User friendly. Users will not face any problem when using the system. 
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A prototype of the system is prepare in figure 5 .1 as below: 
Scientific Visualization 
Human Body Temperature 
(Bioheat Process) 
I Home 
I View Visualization 
Command Window System Options 
? Help 
Exit 
Figure 5.4: Interface design of cientific visualization of bioheat process 
The prototype for this GUI will create in MATLAB using GUID , the GUI 
Development Environment. 
5.4 Statement of Expected Outcome 
This project is a system, which can visualize the temperature or human body and 
provide the information f the temperature. The expected outcomes f thi project are: 
• A ystem that will empha i nu er p int of vi w. 
• Interface that include multim xlin appli .aucn. 
• a f r mhan · mcnt and m Ii nl 11 in ' • 
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5.5 Summary 
System design provides a bridge between system analysis and 
implementation. In this chapter, the functionalities of the system were outlined and way 
of designing the system in order to be able to perform those functionalities wer 
discussed. 
Once the systems functions and process have been designed, it will served as a 
guideline to aid in other design issues, such as the user interface design. The ends of the 
section present the possible user interface design for the system 
Computer programming and modeling using MATLAB elevate the people 
interests and understanding of heat transfer. This approach enable the people to better 
visualize complex processes of multidimensional transient heat transfer. Once they 
appreciate the graphical solutions of the pdetool GUI, they can then develop computer 
programs based on appropriate numerical techniques. 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
6.1 Introduction 
After the system-designing phase on how the system should be functioning, the 
next process will involve the implementation phase. The implementation phase is an 
important element especially when it involves a project developed where integration of 
system is needed between sub systems. 
The design phase earlier in the system life is directed towards a final objective, 
which is to translate the concept of the system into a software representation that is 
understood by the computer. The coding process involves transforming of the design 
into a programming language. 
The effort spent in this phase will actually determines the success of the system 
and ease the processes of modification, debugging, testing, verification, system 
integration and for future enhancement. 
In this chapter, details regarding the steps of the implementation on the cientific 
Visualization ofBioheat Process system will be discussed. 
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6.2. J Hardware Used Jn Developing The System 
The following hardware specifications have been used to develop this system: 
i. Pentium (IV) 1. 80 GHz processor 
n. 128MB DD RAM 
111. 20 GB Hard Disk 
iv. Other standard computer peripherals 
6.2.2 Software Used Jn Developing The System 
The software tools used for system development are vital to the successful 
implementation of Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process System. The software 
specifications used in the development of this project are illu tratcd in Table 5.1. 
Table 6.1 Software Configurations. 
Software Usage Description 
Microsoft Windows 2000 or XP System Requirement Operating ystem 
MATLAB6.5 Sy tern Requirement Application Developer 
Adobe Photoshop 6.0 ystcm Development Graphic dit r 
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6. 2. 3 Operating System 
As mentioned the platform or operating chosen for the development of cicntific 
Visualization of Bioheat Process System as the stand alone system is the Micro oft 
Windows XP or Windows 2000. The rationality behind the choosing of Windows XP or 
2000 as the operating system is so]ely based on the performance as well as the reliability 
of the operating system architecture. These features eventually make the Windows XP or 
2000 as the ideal operating system for most development of systems. 
6. 2. 4 Programming Language Chosen 
The language chosen for the development of Scientific Visualization of Bioheat 
Process System is MATLAB 6.5 which functions as the visualization system. The 
reason for me to choose this language is because of the simple structure and syntax of 
MATLAB 6.5 language makes it easier for me to identify and debug the ystem. 
One of the important advantages of using MATLAB in visualization applications 
is the availability of built-in functions called toolboxes. In this work, the pdetool UT is 
applied in so]ving transient heat transfer problem. 
The pdetool GUI can be started by typing pdetool at MATLAB's command prompt a 
follows: 
>>pdetool 
To GUI can be start by typing guide at MA TLA s command prompt as follows: 
>>guide 
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6.2.5 System Coding 
Most of the time, this system is designed using MATLAB Programming. 
Table 6.2 List of MATLAB function 
MATLAB Function Sub Function Description 
function varargout a. function Main_ OpeningFcn The main page of this system 
b. function btnHome Callback The Home button 
c. function btnHelp_Callback The Help button 
d. function The Clos button 
close_pushbutton_ Callback 
e. function btn View Callback The View Visualization 
button 
f. function submit Callback Define the user 
g. function reset Callback To reset the u er 
function pdemodel a. pd erect Ge mctry dcscripuon - 
rectangle 
,_ - b. pdeellip '0111 lr d · · iption .. 
llipsc 
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c. pdecirc Geometry description - circle 
d. pdepoly Geometry descri ption - 
polygon 
e. pdesetbd Set boundary conditions 
f pdetool('initmesh') Mesh generation 
g. pdeseteq Set PDE coefficients 
h. pdetool('solve') Solve PD 
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6.3 Summary 
To sum up chapter 6, we can say that the implementation of ciontifi 
Visualization of Bioheat Process System focus on various aspects which govern th 
functionality of the system to fulfil the functional and non functional requirement of th 
system and also describes the function in MATLAB. Hence the choosing of 
development platform which ranges from the operating system till the programming 
platform chosen has to be up most suitable to the requirement of the system. 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSTEM TESTING 
7.1 Introduction 
System testing is essential to ensure the system performs according to its 
specifications and in line with users' requirements and expectations. Testing is done 
throughout system development, not just at the end. 
Testing is performed to detect the existence of faults and then try to correct it. 
Therefore, a systematically test procedure is need to make sure the system is tested 
thoroughly and completely. There are several types of testing: unit testing, module 
testing, integration testing, system testing and acceptance testing. 
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7.2 The testing process 
7.2. l Unit Testing 
Individual components are tested to ensure that stand-alone program fixes the 
bug without side effects. After a new component is developed, it is tested independently, 
without other system components. This is to assure that the component is able to work 
accurately and persistently. All function on each button is examine to ensure it perform 
the entitle output such as link to the right page, call the right function to execute, display 
the correct message according to the error and eliminates all the syntax faults occurred. 
For example, function submit_CalJback (hObject, eventdata, handles), this 
function has to find the right page according to the user. 
As the expert user, is generating visualization based on the value, different 
variables have different value so that it has to test to verify its robustnes . What J have 
found out that is at first I used the value, this will raise an error when the visualization 
has viewed. The resuJt not precisely when this problem happened. Sol hav to do a table 
of value of variables. 
In this aspect, program coding is reviewed by examining it line by line in ord r 
to reduce semantic errors during implementation of the program. The coding i 
compared to the original design f the program flow. A the result, the corrcctncs or 
coding can be identified. When the logic and flow of the program were identified, the 
code is commented and it can be traced in the future. The code is also e amined and 
debugged in order to identify any fault codin '· 
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Table 7.1 Table of Value 
Material Conductivity Density Specific Temperature Time Qm 
Wm-1K-1 (Kg heat (kJ (W/m3) 
(K) m'")" kg- I (T) (t) 10-3 K- 1) 
(p) (Cp) 
Skin 0.001 1.085 3.6 0 1 - 0 
3.68 100 
3.8 sec 
Bio-heat equation 
pc T'- div( k grad(T)) = Q+h(Text-T) 
Parameter 
p density of tissue 
c specific heat of tissue 
t time 
T tissue temperature 
K thermal conductivity of tissue 
Q body heating coefficient 
Text external temperature 
h conv. Heat transfer coeffient 
The Scientific Visualization system i a system that contain a few modules that 
perform specific function and in each of the modules created it contain ome sub- 
functions or action command. Theref re unit te ting i condu .ted on ·a h of' the 1ub- 
function and finally to the module it elf. 
Jn unit te ting, th f llowin a p ct. or' ·onsid ·r · I: 
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~ Interface - tested to ensure that information properly flows into and out 
of the program unit under test. J have test all interface in the Scientific 
Visualization system to make sure that data can be passed from the 
previous page to the next page. 
~ Boundary conditions - tested to ensure that the module operates properly 
at boundaries of geometry. 
In the development of Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process System, unit 
testing was done after the development of each module and not the end of the 
development of the whole system. The object and MATLAB codes were thoroughly 
checked and tested to ensure that the functions and data were implemented properly as 
indicated in the design. 
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7.2.2 Module testing 
Module testing will focused on each sub module in Scientific Visualization of 
Bioheat Process System. There are totally 11 sub modules, so testing was carried out to 
ensure that the codes under the sub module work accordingly when all units of code ar 
integrated. 
Each of the sub modules is tested with the specific functions that p rform to see 
whether they really output the results or fulfill the design requirements. For example, the 
draw geometry sub modules are tested whether it can really generate the correct 
geometry. If the error is occurred from a particular sub module, the part of the sub 
module could be identified and unit testing is used to identify the errors. After that, all 
sub modules group into module to perform the testing. 
Table 7.2 Testing Description for module in Scientific Visualization ystem 
Module Testing Description Sub Module 
Main Menu Login 1. Displaying correct page according 
to the user. 
Help l. earch using for option available 
xit I . orrectly how the page to lose the 
y tern. 
----- 1. Di. pl I Ill t ommand Window 
th' us ' 
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Visualization 
(For Expert User) 
Geometry 
Boundary Mode 
Mesh Mode 
PDE Mode 
Solve PD 1. Matlab will interp late the 
temperature di tribution solve he 
equation. 
2. el the initial conditi n 
1. Draw the geometry in human body 
in 20 grid. 
2. The test can draw successfully with 
the formula. 
1. Specify boundary condition for this 
geometry (group of segment) 
1. The mesh can be further refined to 
increase the computation accuracy'. 
1. All the fields are check to en ure 
that are fill in with correct data in 
variable . 
Various Visualizati n J. i pin i sualization 2 
temperature r file in col ur, 
nt )U t '. 
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Visualization System Overview 
(For Non-Expert 
User) 
1. Show the hands geometry as apart 
of human body and the layers of the 
hands. 
Mesh 
View Visualization 
(View 1, View 2and 
View 3) 
Logout 
1. Show the mesh to solve the problem 
1. Show the visualization and 
comparison between temperatures 
in hands as a part of human body. 
1. To logout the user 
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7.2.3 Integration testing 
When I have satisfied that individual component are working correctly and meet 
out objectives, I combine them into a working system. This integration is planned and 
coordinated so that when a failure occurs, I have some idea of what caused it. In 
addition, the order in which components are tested affects our choice of test cases and 
tools. Some components may be in the coding phase, other may be in the unit-testing 
phase, and still other collections of components may be tested together. 
The purpose of integration testing is to test the integration of overall 
performance of the system. The criteria taken in accounts are: 
};> Interface integrity - interfaces are tested as each modules to check if there is 
any lost of data across interfaces. 
};> Functional validity - tests designed to uncover functional error are 
conducted. 
};> Information content - tests designed to uncover errors associated with data 
structures are conducted. 
);-- Performance - tests designed to verify performance bounds e tabli hed 
during software design are conducted. 
The system tests performed: 
Compatibility Testing 
Thi test was performed, and the int ·rfo · · fun ·tion uc ordin to th 
requirements. The a' urnc or data r •lri. ul w I. hi ih, md th. I •• J or 
data retri al wa a sept bl 
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7.2.4 System testing 
As mentioned earlier above, the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process 
System actually consists of 2 main functionality options. The first is on the module 
which reflect the 4 menu in the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Proce s ystcm. The 
other part of the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process System is on the 
visualization functionality which consist the main functionality of visualization in body 
temperature. This reporting functionality consists of the geometry the body, boundary 
mode, mesh mode, pde mode and solves pde. The focus of the testing phase will focus 
on the integration of both the functionality. This is to ensure that both functionality as 
well as all the moduJes is able to work as an integrated unit as well as being able to 
perform their particuJar task correctly. 
4MainMenu 
Modules 
integrate as ystem 
~ a Unit. - Testing ... . 
10 
Visualization 
Modules 
Figure 7.1 
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7.2.5 Acceptance testing 
Acceptance testing, or sometimes called as alpha testing is the final stage of 
testing whereby the system is tested before being accepted by the user for operational 
use. Acceptance testing reveals errors and omissions in the system requirements 
definition because the acceptance testing involves testing from the user. During the 
acceptance testing, the functionality of the system is demonstrated to the user and the 
users may experience the systems handle on. 
I 
I 
Unit Testing 
Module Testing 
Integration 
Testing 
I 
LJ 
Component 
Testing 
System Testing 
I 
I ·~ 
'----' 
Acee tance Te ting 
Integration 
Testing 
er 
Testing 
Figure 7.2: The te tin) 'la c 
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7.2 Results and discussion 
Temperature predictions are commonly based on Pennes' bio-heat transfer 
equation (1) which is the conduction heat equation. 
Pc T'- div( k grad(T)) = Q+h(Text-T) (1) 
The left-hand side terms of equation (1) represent respectively, conduction 
through tissue with thermal conductivity kt and the rate of energy increase of the tissue 
volume. The right-hand side term describes heat convection associated with blood flow, 
and metabolic heating. 
The discussion will focus on graphical outputs of pdetool GUI. he application of 
Pdetool GUI is one of the easier ways to solve the equation and visualization. In thi c e, 
PDE can be implicitly solved by plugging in a few parameters in the GUI as explained in 
the methodology section. A set of pdetool GUI outputs is illustrated in Figure 7.3. ft is 
Worth to note that the graphical results of the pdetool GU 1 may vary depending n the 
tnesh size. 
The finer mesh, the smoother the temperature profiles will be but the I nger it will 
take for MATLAB to obtain the solution. Figure 7.3 sh w the re ultant temperature 
Profiles of the view from I ec to I 0 ec duration. Initially ( l .cc , the tern i at an 
initial temperature of 37° , which i the normal temperature f hu1w111 b d . Afl•r 
seconds, the ystem temperature tart to increa heatin 1 and shows h atin pre fil is, 
These temperature profile var a icordina 10 the pr' iribc I l Hill I 11 • in fit ion 
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specifications, of which temperatures are respectively set at 50°C, 100°C and 150°C. At 
the end of I 00 sec simulation, almost all sectors of the hand are heated to temperature 
greater than 20 °C. The usefulness of pdetool GUI in the enhancement of heat transfer i 
indeed obvious. 
Various parameters and factors may change while maintaining some other values. 
Geometry considers of confining boundaries is an important influencing factor in heat 
transfer. Different thickness very importance factor in heat transfer process. When 
thickness increases the bum is also increase quickly. 
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Visualization at different time 
-0.5 
-0.5 
VW3w of tefll)elature d1$1rbotion (colol bar 111 Celci ) ~ veriou limo rite1v 11 
lime:1 8oundary:150 Specific Heat:3 68 
1 
0.5 
140 
120 
-05 
Time:25 75 Bcuncary 160 Specific He 1 '.: 68 
1 
05 
140 
120 
0 
• 1 ~----....._ _ _..... _ ___, 
·2 ·1 0 
100 
0 
·1 1.-- _ _.... __ .._ _ __._ _ _... 
-2 ·1 0 2 
Time:50.5 Boundary:150 Specific Heat:3.68 
1 
0.5 
100 
80 80 
05 
2 
Time 100 Boundary 150 Specific Heat 3 38 
1 150 
0 
·1 .__ _ _._ __ ...._ _ _,_ _ ___. 
·2 · 1 0 
0 
• 1 1.-.. _ _._ __ ..__ _ _.._ _ ___, 
·2 ·1 0 2 
40 
140 
120 
·0.5 
100 
100 
50 Doe 
80 
2 
Figure 7.3 The resulting 
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7.4 Summary 
All described tests were carried out as planned. All the test wer b in a pli d 
on the system to check if the system errors free. The tests were being appli d to th 
system by following the sequence of the description of the te ting approaches in this 
chapter. The results of the tests were quite effective because errors can be uncovered. If 
an error was found, straight away modification will be done. A a conclusion, all the 
testing approaches were being applied to the system and uccessfully check if the system 
is error free. 
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CHAPTER 8: SYSTEM EVALUATION 
8.1 Introduction 
The final chapter for the thesis report of the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat 
Process module focuses on the system evaluation of the system as a functional 
visualization system. The evaluation of the system will eventually focus on the problems 
encountered during the development of the system, evaluation of the sy tern by end user, 
system strength and limitations as well as its proposed enhancements. 
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8.2 System strengths 
1. Visualization module is easy to use 
This system is ability to process on going data as well as performing geom try 
and visualization. The main strength of the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat 
Process System is the ability to perform the geometry in human body and its 
behaviors in visualization. Geometry representation of model elements is easy to 
understand. 
2. User Friendly User Interface 
Has a simple interface design i the focu on one point which i simplicity. ince 
it is intended for the use of medical profe ional of an organization, it may ccm 
ridiculous to decorate' the system as of the 'normal people' oriented y tern. 
The simple design is specially designed to uite a more pr fc sional look with a 
more simple background. The rea on of simplicity is becau e t enable the u er 
to make ease of use. This means that a simple interface will give the u er rn re 
and faster understanding in u ing the y tern and they are a· le t use the y tern 
to the fullest potential. It al o tries not to confu e the u r with all di ff ·r 'nt ind 
of decorau n being crafted n the interfa e. 
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8.3 System constraints 
1. Lack of Functional Modules 
Although being able to perform the major and important ta k f the g ometry 
and the visualization of temperature, this system only focu on ne part in human 
body which is hands. Well this minor functionality may provide th ideas for the 
future enhancements of this system. 
2. 20 Geometry 
At the present time, the PD Toolbox solves only tho e 2-dimensional problems 
the extension to true 3-dimensional problem lving w uld require significant 
redesign of the toolbox. here i a product called M AB that will Ive true 
3D problems but the problems, the oftware i difficult to get. 
3. Security in Password 
Because the Matlab not have the function t vi ible the login name f e pert u er 
and non-expert user o, this y tern i not ecurc. T Ive thi pr bl .m I 
changed the background at login name into blac .o that ther pe pie annot ·c • 
the pas w rd. 
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8.4 Future enhancement 
I. Increase number of runs example 
It is would help to identify the important factor affecting tern rature in human 
body. 
2. More attractive interface 
Although the concept of the interface of cientific Visualization of Bioheat 
Process System is on simplicity but there may be future enhancements whereby 
the creative minds of others may give some life into the interface. 
3. Develop using other software 
This system did not include 3 geometry which can build u ing Java, M A , 
PRO-E and many more. Thi i partially due to Jack of time, the e ftware 
useful for future visualization especially in 3 geometry. 
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8.5 Problem encountered 
1. Defining The System Scope Due To The Wide Arca f tudy 
Most of the problems encountered under this category c cntually urr d 
during the literature review period. Through research ha to b conduct d in 
order to understand how a normal Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process 
System works. However the most challenging thought came from understanding 
how the visualization and the solving the partial differential equation flow. Since 
the principles of visualization disciplines seemed quite new and raw in my 
knowledge and understanding, therefore I find it quite hard to understand the 
visualization and their problem olving flow . However after further explanation 
by my supervisor, 1 eventually got a better under tanding and able to relate them 
with the actual data flow in a computer system design and architecture. 
2. Requirement Changes 
It is very difficult to develop and implement the ystem when the requirement 
changes very frequently. metime it i ea y change the requirement 
however, the coding need t be changed a I t in order to f !low th' n ·w 
requirement. 
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3. No End User Evaluation 
No end user tested the Scientific Visualization of ioheat Pr 
because there is lack of time. Only Prof. Madya Dr. Roziati, my u L 
on it and give some comments. So, I did not really know what th end u r 
comment on my system is. 
4. Integration Problems 
There are several problems when the integration process. When integrating 
modules in the Scientific Visualization of ioheat Process ystem, I find that 
there is problem in passing the value from one module t the ther module 
because each module has a different function. 
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8.6 Knowledge Gained 
Well for the past 4 months or so, things have been very intcre ting b ause T 
have been able to gain invaluable experience and knowledge while doing the i ntific 
Visualization of Bioheat Process System project. The knowledge and exp ri nc anes 
from programming, system analysis and design and other system development 
principles. I was able to apply the knowledge I learnt throughout my years in University 
Of Malaya into this project mainly on programming and system design principles. 
Besides that, the knowledge gained from this project is the awareness of user's 
needs. It was found that users need a user-friendly environment, clear instructions and 
guidance. There are improvements in skills of finding information, classifying fields, 
solving problems and independently plan and ace mplish the project on chcdule 
without much supervision. 
But the most important experience J have gained is the ability to work 
independently by myself coordinating system design a well a integrating my final 
system. At the same time, the ability and experience to devcl p y tern i de med ery 
beneficial to me and I believe that these knowledge and e pcrienc l acquired during my 
time doing this project will sure pro e it worth in the futur e pe ially wh n l approach 
the working world in the future. 
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8. 7 Review on Goal 
The project had successfully created a y tern that support d the in orrn ti n 
need for the organization to complete their functionality. •inally, it could be c nclud d 
that the objectives to establish the system had been achieved. 
8.8 Summary 
The Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Proce y tern a a vi ualization model 
is fast, accurate and an excellent baseline vi ualizing the temperature f human dy. It 
is very important for user to know well in their temperature. However, there arc al 
some limitations that the system cannot be done. It need to be enhanced in order to 
transform it to a more advance system. Despite the limitation, the project had rea nably 
achieved all its objectives. 
This system is actually giv n the opportunity to integrate their th retical 
knowledge in heat transfer numerical method and c rnputing kill gain a pn ri. 1 h 
system is modeled by applying heat balance aero the hand human b dy. The re ulting 
parabolic partial differential equati n 
PD Toolbox pdet I . 
The advantage of i ualizing th t nnp ratur in bio-h ·ut 1 ro · '· is that u · ·r .un 
obtain view and i ual effects, -or • ampl , in th· Iutu • it ·u11 h lplul I du ·t 
det ct th ati ·nt · mptoms l iuu • th ' t 111 c \11 i them ws u tu s · th ·i 
1 ed u ing finite difference meth d and 
temp ratur ·. 
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APPENDIX 
Coding Used To Build The ystern 
1. To pup up window while running in Matlab 
function varargout = Main(varargin) 
gui_Singleton = 1; 
gui_State = struct('gui_Name', mfilename, ... 
'gui_Singleton', gui_Singleton, ... 
'gui_OpeningFcn', @Main_OpeningFcn, ... 
'gui_OutputFcn', @Main_OutputFcn, ... 
'gui_LayoutFcn', [] , ... 
'gui_Callback', []); 
if nargin & isstr(varargin{1}) 
gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1 }); 
end 
if nargout 
[varargout{1 :nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gul_State, varargin{:}); 
else 
gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:}); 
end 
2. To check th user whil • login. 
function ubmit_C llback(h bl ct, v ntd t , h ndl ) 
u r_n m = t(h ndl lo n11 tr n 1); 
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if strcmp(user_name,'expert') 
set(handles. login, 'BackgroundColor', 'k'); 
expert; 
set(handles. login, 'String',"); 
elseif strcmp(user_name,'user') 
set(handles.login, 'BackgroundColor', 'k'); 
non Expert; 
set(handles.login, 'String',"); 
elseif -strcmp(user_name,'expert') & -strcmp(user_name,'user') 
warndlg('lncorrect Login Name I Please enter a correct login name!','!! Error I!') 
set(handles. login, 'BackgroundColor', 'k'); 
end 
3. To reset the login. 
function reset_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
set(handles. login,' BackgroundColor', 'k' ); 
set(handles.login, 'String', ") 
4. To exit the y tern 
function close_pushbutton_Callback(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
pos_size = get(handles.Figur Visu l,'Positlon'); 
user_response = modaldlg('Title','Conflrm Clos ') 
switch user_r spon 
case \No'} 
11At k no ct on 
c {'Y '} 
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%prepare to close 
delete (handles.FigureVisual) 
end 
5. To use the visualization (pdctool) 
function [u3,u2,ux,uy)=rozy(asd,timerange,a,b,handles) 
[pde _fig,ax]=pdeinit; 
pdetool(' appl_ cb', 9); 
pdetool('snapon', 'on'); 
set(ax,'DataAspectRatio',[1 1 1 ]); 
set(ax,'PlotBoxAspectRatio' ,[1.5 1 1 ]); 
set(ax,'Xlim',[-1.5 1.5]); 
set(ax,'Ylim',[-1 1]); 
set(ax,'XTick',[ -1.5, ... 
-1, ... 
-0.5, ... 
0, ... 
0.5, ... 
1, ... 
1.5, ... 
]); 
set(ax,'YTick',[ -1, ... 
-0.5, ... 
0, ... 
0.5, ... 
1, ... 
]); 
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pdetool(' gridon', 'on'); 
% Geometry description: 
pderect([-0.65000000000000013 1.45 0.29999999999999993 - 
0.49999999999999989),IR1 '); 
pdeell ip(-0. 84999999999999998, O, O. 59999999999999998, 0. 59999999999999998, ... 
O,'C2'); 
pdecirc(-0. 84000000000000008, O, O. 24990000000000004,'C1 '); 
pdeellip(- 
0. 1 3000000000000017' 0 .49999999999999994' 0. 20000000000000001, 0. 2000000000 
0000001, ... 
O,'C3'); 
pdepoly([ -0. 7665063509461093, ... 
-0.56650635094611002, . 
-0.13349364905389011, . 
-0. 33349364905388934, . 
], ... 
[ 0.20179491924311149, ... 
0. 5482050807 56887 45, . 
0.29820508075688845, . 
-0.048205080756887508, ... 
]. ... 
'R2'); 
pd rect([-0.24999999999999967 -0.05999999999999972 0.5 
0.29999999999999993],'R4'); 
pd poly(( -1.3572245179455 04, ... 
-1.02 5637002 
-0.74277 482054410 , ... 
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-1.070436299770037, ... 
], ... 
[ 0.44007272380203827, . 
0.66950329834245714, . 
0.25992727619796152, ... 
0.030496701657542646, ... 
], ... 
'R3'); 
pdepoly([ O. 049999999999999933, ... 
1.45, ... 
1.45, ... 
], ... 
[ 0.29999999999999993, . 
0.39999999999999991, . 
0. 29999999999999993, . 
], ... 
'P1 '); 
pdepoly([ -0.65000000000000002, ... 
1.45, . 
1.45, . 
], ... 
[ -0.5, ... 
-0.59999999999999998, ... 
-0.5, ... 
], ... 
' 2'); 
(C1 3t )') 
v I'),' Ir n ','( 1·1 2 R2 4)- 
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% Boundary conditions: 
pdetool('changemode', 0) 
pdetool('removeb',[3 7 8 9 12 13 14 15 16 18 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 38 39 40 411)• 
pdesetbd(25, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(24, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 '. ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(23, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(22, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(21, ... 
'dlr', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
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'65') 
pdesetbd(20, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 19, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(18, ... 
'dir', ... 
1 , ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 17, ... 
'dir', ... 
1 , ... 
'1 t , ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 16, ... 
'dir', ... 
1 , ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pd tbd(15, ... 
'dir', ... 
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1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(14, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 13, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 12, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(11, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 10, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 '. ... 
I 5') 
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pdesetbd(9, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(8, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(7, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(6, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(5, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(4, ... 
'dlr', ... 
1, ... 
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'1 ', ... 
'O') 
pdesetbd(3, ... 
'dir' , ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd(2, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'65') 
pdesetbd( 1, ... 
'dir', ... 
1, ... 
'1 ', ... 
'65') 
% Mesh generation: 
setuprop(pde_fig,'Hgrad', 1.3); 
setuprop(pde_fig, 'refine method', 'regular'); 
% PDE coefficients: 
pdeseteq(2, ... 
'0.001', ... 
'O' .... 
'(O).+ (0). "(0.0)' I • ' 
'(1.085). •(3.68)\ 
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timerange, ... 
'36.5', ... 
'0.0', ... 
'[O 100]') 
setuprop(pde_fig, 'currparam' , ... 
['1.085'; ... 
'3.68 '; ... 
'0.001'; ... 
'O '; ... 
'O ': ... 
'0.0 ')) 
% Solve parameters: 
setuprop(pde_fig, 'solveparam', ... 
str2mat('0' ,'5118', '1 O' ,'pdeadworst', ... 
'0.5', 'longest' ,'0',' 1 E-4',", 'fixed' ,'Inf)) 
% Plotflags and user data strings: 
setuprop(pde_fig,'plotflags',(1111111100051100001)); 
setuprop( pde _fig,' col string',"); 
setuprop{pde_fig, 'arrowstring', "): 
setuprop( pde _fig,' deform string',"); 
setuprop( pde _ flg,' heightstring',"); 
% Solve PDE: 
pdetool('solve') 
u1= t( x,' 
u2= et(u1, 'C t '); 
11 
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ux=get(u1 ,'Xdata'); 
uy=get(u1 ,'Ydata'); 
u3=min(u2(:)); 
figure(pde_fig); 
elf reset 
close 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Welcome 
Welcome to Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Pr . in human bod . 'This 
system is specially designed to computerize the managern nt and i ualizing process in 
temperature in human body. This system also is a user-friendly application, has 
meaningful icons and easy to use. All the sy tern functions can be easily executed by a 
simple click. 
1.2 About This Manual 
This manual will introduce y u t vi ualizing y tern and pr vid all information 
you need to use this y tern. Thi i the user manual that gives omc implc in truction 
and guide for the user. Thi manual can h Ip u er u ed the y tern m re ea ily. --very 
function found in the system will be described in the manual. With u ing thi manual, 
u er will not get lost and will be able t u e the y tern accurately. 
Wlio Sliould Use Tliis Manual 
Thi manual will intended for the D II wing categ n 
• epartment Phy ical anccr ciali t 
• Pati ·nt es a u scr 
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1.3 Introduction to the system 
Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Proce 
based on the visualization concept. Thi system f hi om ul _ th t &®Ma·. 
Menu and Visualization. The mainly purpose f th i ualizarion m dule is to help mer 
to obtain view and visual effects and also in the futur it can b helpful to doctor to 
detect the patient's symptoms because the system can gi e them views easy to see their 
temperature. 
There are several sub modules in the cientific Visualization of Bioheat Process 
system which are login, help, and visualization for non-expert user and draw 
geometry, set boundary, and set the value in PDE pecification and various 
visualization to expert user. More detail about tho e modules will be und in the 
following chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2: SYSTEM REQUIREMENT 
In this chapter, the hardware requircrn nt and L th 
to implement the whole system have been Ii tcd. t fulfill the minimum 
requirement before using the system. Th re ar om minimum requirements before 
users can start using the system that is mean the user must install the software before use 
this system. The hardware and software requirement are listed as follow: 
2.1 Hardware Requirement 
;.. Pentium 4 1.8 GHz Pr ces or or above 
~ 256 MB DDRAM r ab ve 
40 GHz Hard Disk or above 
2.2 Software Requirement 
Any Microsoft Windows perating y tern 
~ MA LAB 6.5 
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CHAPTER 3: GETTING ST ART ED 
In chapter 3, steps have been listed t help u r. t t rt u in th 
steps guide the users so that they will not get lost in u ing th t m. There are several 
steps that are needed before starting using the Scientific Visualization of Bioheat 
Process. Those steps are listed as follow: 
>-- Setup the system in your computer - copy from the cd into work, drive C at 
MATLAB program 
~ The main page of this y tern howed a f llow: 
Scjeu l ific ·(liisuafi:::nlum , · · : 
. .J{11ma11 (Bod')1 Temperature 
I 
Login - 
S~ I _R~ 
('Qrtrwvl Wnli 
.Wk: . 
icnti 1' isu lli1ntin11 ol' I ioh · 1t Pr 
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CHAPTER 4: FUNCTION SECTION 
In this chapter, the services found in the ystcm will b illu tm1 . 
with their particular interface will be listed to give user l arl guid in using the 
system. 
);;> Then you will come to the main page of the Scientific Visualization module as 
shown below. 
);.>- To choice the function that are needed, just click on the button in the left menu. 
There are several sub-functions inside each of the main services. When clicking 
on the button in the left menu, it will go to the module that you choo e. 
);;> Before you use thi sy tern y u must get the login name from the expert user 
first. 
Login 
Submit A eset 
igure 4. I L gin f r th u er 
After u enter the I gm name Ii k the ubrnit utton and the page will di pla 
depend n the u er. The re ct button will r · "t th· mun· of I 'in. 
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l<I~ It U 01 
Wolcomo xpnrt ll or 
It""" I 1Jm lry I .(flt(jf c.J1 .pll"ly lh dlU1'r"llt"I \.JI lht'Ji ph:'lt lf"llf\ H) .\.('I~' 
which U$1! 10 dr11w r.l ti " , [) Ol'lnmr111• w1'11eh It r. '' • l11t1 th !'I 
Thl""ll Ot;• U''ld rJ.• i nnrfllll'll 1 r rthnf I lh lonl 1h t lf'lt ~If"' pr ~i\l th«'\ 
111 d t1rlil tht1 tir1111irt r,y nnditln11 h1 '"" 011r>m..,t1~· 
The PO 'ip 01lic ti n[d1llJr 11.1we1•0t•I f>"rJyth••'I" t "'° 
MATLAO 11nrJ h Id II th""'"' bl 
Thn Pei tnntrH~ f d1tor nllow YllU to delw-,r.i ll'M:': tu~ tJ pen( r.: M1d 
1n111et con<ht1on1 or th problem 
Pd~tool J Logo 
Figure 4.2 The expert user' page 
W11lc:omo Non xport Uanr 
Weaolv the ll<nwd tv-'I( "''""'°"""ha 011t• '""'' 
p• "dl l1l • dv(f "1J1a<t1 JJ-Q•h1T •Jt t) 
on 4 h"'l<l1 ol luf\.~1 lx>d)l W!th """ c.r.ii .. , 
I fl( l)fot.iom 11 u,,. l,..'11 11 •n lr1 '" Th<' tl.flrnl MA.T LAD r[)( 
T oolbo• IVt< 100 C ~I cennol handle oroc>hict A1 a reiutt the 
tt1n:""~ he6\ u •itt p1obi.'ll 111~1 .y1tem 11rnod'!lled11 tt>O 
~I ieldoo 
At Ille non eoq>elt uto1 l"l" cM> .. 11• ...,,<J llllOn ol tne 
IMlpt<et\r \ltlll) cob. 't'1 6110n ol \IC Pf~l)I 
\llfty t<Jlo< d 1Ui4Uobie l~ r10l•I U e)'W t«ll 11" 
coo•"" oo of he •ttremfOI wlt-91 time a.J br rd<ry th 
o«ly &~I lo )l<"'J 
Oil "'' ouocJ. y T ,.,....,. .. ,,, 
Vo 1 ' 100 
At t~ .1nuliu>n lr1 wx:1tM;, • l•Qt 1 INl~ 1.1tu1 '' "' 
d.opt1 to th<' L'll'r.t 1 t'lt ~"°" 11 rlr11<ly 
bjl ch.lnoo of col~ hom ll)lh • to 
Fi guru Th n n~ 
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~ This module di plays the ystcm options, 
Figure 4.4 The system option page 
•!• When you click the Help button thi page will di play 
• here nr • f ur ub a) to di 1 lo inlorrnuf 11 th· diff r int topi 
HELP 
W lcom Sc nt1f1 Vi uallzation 
of Bioh at Pro System. 
This sys em Is sptcl~llV designed 10 computer In 
the mttnagtmcnt and vlsu llzJng process In tht 
temper turc In human boctv This system Is • user- 
friendly ll)pllc1tlon, hU m 1nlngful lcont lnd nsy 
10 uu. All the symm (unctions can be easltv 
executed by• slmplt euo, 
This help p gu provldt 111 Inform Ion uur nt Cl 
to use this system. Anel tlso to glvt tl'lt end user more 
Inform tlon tbout the spctlflc uon and Ult utcr guide 
for this 'V' tm 1 h uur manu I <an • •ttgoric• 
Into systtm 1peclnc 11on nd user guide In using th 
svmm. 
ure 4. Th' h ilp 1 ige 
whi ·h ar ubout M LAI , l I F to lb , Hi h ·ot ind scr 
iuid 
• ou m s im1 I n th I( pi . to 1 ·t th inf nnution . 
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•!• When you click the exit button thi page will dis pl '· : 
Expert User 
Ar you sur you w nt to It? 
Yei j N J -- -·- 
Figure 4.6 onfirm close page 
As the exp rt u er y u can change the geometry and then the value o 
• Click Yes to exit the system. 
• Click No to cancel. 
paramet rs by click on the visualization editor r pdeto I button. 
File E<k View l~ l 1ooh Wnlow H Iµ 
ii D ~ (ii 5 llt A » / I • - 
_, .._ , 
-~ 
Ttm• 1 f3ound 1y t,r, 
05 0 
0 
.Q 
-1 
·2 0 :.! 
0 
T1111,. 100 ound ry ss 
05 
0 
0 
ll u •I~-~--~---· ,) 
05 
·1 ~~~~~~--.....: 
J. 
l·i u1·4.7'1'h•t11nlr·.ult 
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y ll 
Tlmlll010 CO/Qr T 
I . 
. ]: ~ i . . ' . ' 
10 
Ell 
To start olve and change the 20 temperature profile of the hands human body 
,, .__ _ __._ _ ..__ _ __._ _ ....._  ___. _ _.. 
.t 5 ·1 -0 5 0 05 t 5 
,,.,. s-.•-Pc>t e c .._-, •• roe .1.. ... - • 
Figure 4.8 pdetool page 
using pdetool GUI is describe a below: 
First, start the Matlab PDE toolho 
• tart Matlab 
• Type>> pdeto I to tart graphical u er interface. his age will di play: 
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Second, specify the PDE 
• In toolbar or in Options-v Appli ation, elect pr bl m t ) 
structural mechanics with plane train, h at tr n fir t . in this - • tern t~€ t ~ 
heat transfer mode. 
Third, specify the domain 
• Use Options- Axes limits ... to set displayed (x,y) area 
• Recommended: use Options- rid, 'ption - , rid 'pacing, Options-c-Snap to 
automatically snap to grid points 
• Draw primitives (rectangles, polygons, ellipses) from which to build up domain 
by addition/subtraction 
o Polygon: For each side, drag mou c with held left butt n from starting 
point to end point 
o irclc: lick on the button with the ellipse with ·' t-", then drag the m u c 
with held ri ht mou e button 
• Above plotting area, type in formula h w combine primiti e by 
addition/subtraction to form desired domain e.g. I- 
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Figure 4.12 Draw Mode 
Fourth, specify boundary condition 
~-J 
• nter boundary m de by clicking on '' d mega" butt n or electing Bound. tr - 
Boundar Mod 
• select 
o one boundary egment by clicking n it 
o everal b undary egment by hift-clicking 
o all boundary egrnent 
Then elect Boundar - · ',p 'J 'i Bound tr 'ondlt ion t 
c ndition f r thi segment r group I s igm ·nt 
· if b undar 
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Figure 4.13 Boundary condition 
Fifth, specify PDE specification 
• In PDE-> I DE specification: 
0 elect lliptic, Parab lie, yperbolic or igenmode . 
use the parab lie equati n to Ive. 
o zntcr value in the field at PD pecification 
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Fifth, Specify initial mesh, desired mesh refinement 
• In Mesh-z-Parameters choose de ired maximum 
possible mesh 
n 
• ln Solve-> olve Parameters: Rccomm nded: el ct Adapti e mode, enter 
desired maximum number of triangles or maximum number of refinement steps 
0 C10< I 
Figure 4.15 e Parameters 
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Sixth, Specify desired plot 
Click on Button with mesh surface or elect ! lot- l' r m ncrs. R" 
Show mesh, olormapjet 
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Plot Done I c.....i 
• igure 4.17 Pl t electi n 
Finally, Solve PDE 
Push the "=" button r elect Sol, - , lot I I 1~·. In adaptive m de the num r of 
triangles at each refinement tep i sh wn in Matlab window. After the luti n i f und 
the specified plot i 
Fi nrr . I I• in 11 S lution t ... 0 sc ·) 
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Non-Expert User 
As the non-expert user, you see the visualizari n when 
visualization button and then, this page will display: 
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Figure 4.19 Result in differ nt time 
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CHAPTER 5: SUMMARY 
The user manual focus like other is to pro id th u r th m t am~J@ 
knowledge which gives the most in ights of the cienntifi Vi ualization and module. 
This is to enable the user to have a more vivid vie' and understanding what the 
Scientific Visualization of Bioheat Process System does and how it functions. 
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